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Android 11 includes long-expired features and enhancements. What developers, companies and users need to know about Google's latest mobile OS is Android 11, which could be one of the most sophisticated releases the Android platform has ever seen. Why is that? Because Android 11 doesn't do much to
fundamentally change the operating system. Instead, this iteration of Google's mobile platform will add considerable polish over many of the dramatic features first released on Android 10. Of course, Android 11 is not without new features. In fact, the latest release has long-expired features. See also: Android 11: Cheat
Sheet (Free PDF) (TechRepublic) With 85.4% of the global smartphone market share, Android still reigns supreme, according to IDC. You may get caught up in more devices. Read this Android 11 cheat sheet to speed up with Google's latest OS. If you have new information about Android 11, update this resource
regularly. What is Android 11? This mobile operating system is seamlessly connected to the Google ecosystem, so it integrates with Gmail, Google Drive, Google Docs, Google Calendar and more. Android also includes the Google Play Store, which allows users to easily install a wide range of applications such as
networking, productivity, entertainment, communication tools and games. Android works perfectly at home as your daily driver for both business and personal use cases. See also: Top Android Security Tips (Free PDF) (TechRepublic) What new features come with Android 11? Android 11 is not an update that comes
with tons of groundbreaking features, but there are some things that many users are willing to see. Here's a look at some of the more important features of Android 11: Also, check out my list of the best features of Android 11 and TechRepublic's Owen Hughes article on top Android 11 features for business users. See
also: TechRepublic cheat sheets and smart people's guide (TechRepublic) Scheduled dark theme dark theme Dark theme has become very important for many user types for two reasons that make it easier to see the display in a dark environment. Save valuable battery life. Android 11 comes with features that users with
dark themes really appreciate - the ones you schedule when your device transitions to dark mode. This is important for those who sleep with their device on the nightstand and check their phone at night, or if they want to automatically go into dark mode later in the day to keep their device battery life. Dark mode
schedules are set | Displays | Dark themes | Schedules. If you schedule a start and end time, you may want to do it (Figure A). Figure A Schedule a dark theme in Android 11. Chat Head BubbleYou've ever used Facebook Messenger, you're familiar with the chat heads interface. This feature has been trying to creep into
Android for a while. Each development cycle finds a transition to a beta release and is only removed when an official release becomes available. Its in-and-out cycle ends on Android 11, which includes a chat heads interface like messages and ongoing phone conversations. This new method, called bubbles, makes it
easier for users to call these messages directly from the screen (without access to notification shades or the app itself) to deal with ongoing discussions and calls. One caveat is that you need to enable bubble functionality for each app (Figure B). Figure B Enable bubbles in android messaging apps. Priority conversations
Along with chat head bubbles, you can prioritize conversations. If you have a specific contact with frequent chats, you can long press the notification from that chat to mark the conversation as a priority. When you do this, you're notified about the chat, even if the phone is in no-answer mode. See also: Power Checklist:
Managing and Troubleshooting Android Device (TechRepublic Premium) Screen Recording This is one of the features that should have been included a long time ago. There are several reasons why you might want to record your Android screen: you may be ingying with a problem and you need to share that issue with
support. One easy way to do it is through screen recording. You may also want to show someone how to do something on their phone (perhaps they work remotely). Why not share a video of how it's done with them? The Android 11 screen recorder tool not only allows you to record videos, but also allows you to record
audio from your microphone (you can narrate what's going on), and even touch the screen with video highlights to know where viewers are tapping your display. With this built-in feature, the need for third-party tools is negted unless the app you normally use includes features that are not in the Android tool. Motion Sense
Gestures This feature may not be a dealmaker or breaker for business users, but it's pretty cool to use. Motion sense gestures are only available on pixel devices running Android 11. Hand gestures on the display allow you to pause music and skip to the next track. This feature works with most music players (including
Spotify) and is very impressive. If you are one of those people who works with playback music from your Android device, you really appreciate the feature of pausing and skipping songs with just gestures. Nearby shared iOS has enjoyed the feature of sharing files easily between devices for some time. Its iOS function is
called airdrop. As of version 11, Android now has the same capabilities. Nearby shares use Bluetooth to easily share files to other devices that have nearby sharesEnabled. Nearby shares are android sharing menu entries. Sharing files in this way lists all devices with Nearby sharing enabled, so you can share them
between the above devices very quickly (Figure C). Figure C Shares a link between two Android 11 devices. Resume at Startup It's not a feature you use on a daily basis, but it's nice to have it when an overnight OTA update occurs. Resuming at boot time allows the OS to access credential encrypted storage
immediately (after an update) so that it can start receiving messages immediately without unlocking the phone first. So, when that nightly update occurs, you don't have to wait for messages to flood in after unlocking your device. What extensions are available in Android 11? In addition to the new features, several
features have been improved. Take a look. A better organized notification shade is an update to the notification shade at the top of this list. Notifications are now categorized so that users can swipe through individual notifications and categories of notifications. This not only makes notifications easier to read, but also
improves processing efficiency. Pinning a shared menu Another feature that has been in place for a long time is the feature of pinning entries to the shared menu. If you tend to share items with specific services or users more than anything else, you can now pin items to the top of the Android sharing menu. This means



you spend less time searching for items that share that text, link, or file. This makes life on the go with Android significantly more efficient. To pin an app or contact to the Share menu, open the Share menu from the app, press and hold the app you want to pin, and then select Pin X (X is the contact or app) (Figure D).
Figure D Pin Save to Drive to the Share menu New power menu The Android power menu (the menu that appears when you hold down the power button) will make some changes. The new menu not only shows power/restart/emergency options, but also provides access to Google Pay and smart home options (Figure
E). Figure E Sophisticated Android Power Menu. One thing missing from this menu (which was available on Android 10) is the screenshot button. Screenshots are retrieved from the overlay in the app list. What are the security features of Android 11? Security features have been added or improved in Android 11. All of
these features are about permissions. For many years, one-time permissions, Android, have been plagued by permission issues. With each release, Google tried to solve these problems, but on many occasions it was short-thought of. On Android 11, we finally hit something that would help alleviate this problem: one-
time permissions. Android 11 has a new permission option for granting apps. In addition to the two options introduced in Android 10 (while using apps or rejections), users can nowOnly for this time. This new permission option grants the app in question a one-time permission to use the service. Then, the next time you
open the app, you'll need to grant it permissions again. This requires you to go a long way to improve security on Android. Blocked permissions Along with one-time permissions, blocked permissions are granted. This feature blocks permissions on app requests after a user has denied these permissions twice. When this
happens, the user must manually grant permissions for the app. Overlay permissions You may not have known this, but over the years, there have been very serious concerns about android platform overlay attacks. One goal of such an attack is to intercept the credentials of the target application. Overlays fake many
popular online services to trick users into entering their login credentials. Until Android 11, this was a widespread problem. The latest release handles this by preventing apps from moving users directly to the authentication screen. The app can now only send users to the level before granting access to the overlay. In this
case, the user must enable the option, an additional step that can prevent malware from stealing user data. Revoke unused permissions If you have an app that has been granted permission, and if you haven't used it for months, that app's permissions are automatically revoked. In this case, you must manually grant
permissions to the app for it to function properly. Background information gathering is no longer on Android 11, and apps are not allowed to collect information in the background. The only time an application can gather information is when it's running. This should go a long way to tightening privacy issues by allowing
users to control when apps can collect data and information. How can developers get started using Android 11? Developers who need to migrate their apps to the new Android 11 platform can start with Google's official migration documentation. See also: Employment Kit: Android Developer (Tech Republic Premium)
When was Android 11 released? Android 11 was officially released on September 8, 2020 and is now immediately available on Google Pixel (Pixel 2 and later) devices. But in a surprise move, Google is also deploying Android 11 for The Mi 10 and Mi 10 Pro in the OnePlus 8 and 8 Pro (North America, Europe and India),
Oppo Search X2, Reno 3 and Reno 3 Proshaomi. As for other devices, Google has already promised to launch and upgrade the device in the coming months, so expect a lot of Samsung, Redmi and other popularityYou will receive the Android 11 update by the end of 2020. Learn how to get the most out of Google Docs,
Google Cloud Platform, Google apps, Chrome OS, and all other Google products used in your business environment. Delivered Friday sign up today to see you again.
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